Riding holidays at Helluland
Icelandhorsetours in the Skagafjörður

Day 1
We will pick you up around 2pm at the bus station in Sauðárkrókur or Varmahlið. After eating cake
togeher we will go to the horses and do a first riding tour to get know eachother (1-2hours). When
we are back at the farm we will have dinner together.
Day 2
Today after breakfast we will go riding through nice landscape to a beautiful viewpoint, where we
can see the ocean and rivers around the Skagafjörður (2-3hours). After lunchtime at the farm we
will go to Glaumbær, which is a nice turf house museum. Being back at the farm we will have
dinner together.
Day 3
Today we will ride to the black beach (2hours) and go to the hot pot Grettislaug. Also there is the
possibility for everybody who wants to do a boat trip to a nice bird island called Drangey (not
included in the price). Therefor we will see if we ride in the morning or afternoon.
Day 4
Today we will have a break of riding and doing a big sightseeing tour. We will leave after breakfast
in the direction of Akureyri. On our way we are driving to the coast side and our first stop will be
Siglufjörður where we are going to the herring era museum. Afterwards we are driving to Akureyri
where you have a lot of choices what to do and also it is possible to go whale watching (not
included in the price). In the evening we are driving back to Helluland.
Day 5
Today we will go riding again after breakfast. Everybody has a has two horses today because we are
riding to a farm 15km away. By this ride we are passing the beach, Sauðárkrókur and also some
little rivers (around 3hours). The horses will stay the night at the farm while we are going home for
lunch and then driving to Hólar. There we will have a look at the old church, the little university and
the horse museum. Back at Helluland we will of course eat dinner together.

Day 6
After breakfast we are driving to our horses and will have a ride through the Kálfadalur. In this
valley we are starting to the sheep round up in autumn. Our ride today takes 2-3hours and we will
go afterwards to the nice swimmingpool in Hofos, where we have an amazing view over the ocean.
Finished the swimming we will be back at Helluland for dinner.
Day 7
Today we are driving again to our horses after breakfast and then we will ride back with them to
Helluland. On our way we are passing the black beach one time more so we can have a nice gallopp
or easy tölt if we want to :) (3hours). Being back from this nice trip we have lunch. Then we will go
go Sauðárkókur where we will have a look at this little city. Also there is the possibility to go to a
puffin museum and the tannery visitor center.
In the evening we will enjoy our last dinner togehter.
Day 8
After breakfast our nice week is over and there are a few possibilities to go back to Reykjavik. You
can go with the normal bus or go with the highlandbus over the Kölur. On this way you are also
stopping at the famous Geysir and Gullfoss.

1 Week:

1510€ (all inclusive beside the drive to and from the
north as the whale watching trip and the puffin island
trip)

Children from 0-3years are free.
Children from 4-15years having a 30% discount on the price
For mor information or booking please write a mail at info@icelandhorsetours.com or give us a call
(00354) 8478577. We are looking forward to welcome you!
Luka&Andrés
PS: In case of bad weather we reserve our rights
to change the riding tour. In doing so we will
take care to act in terms of our participants and
animals.

